Delirium is well recognized as a risk factor of adverse outcomes in critically ill patients. However, the best strategy for prevention and treatment is still debated. Early identification of the patients at high risk of developing a delirium could help to prevent the symptom.
The PRE-DELIRIC score was proposed by van den Boogaard et al. [1] in 2012. This score exhibited good prediction performances, but was trained on a sample encompassing only five ICUs in the Netherlands, and thus might lack external validity. Validation of prediction models in different study populations is necessary to increase generalizability, because a prediction model can show myriad patterns of invalidity when tested in new settings and also have its performance decline over time. Therefore, in this issue of Intensive Care Medicine, the same group reports the results of a study that aimed at recalibrating the PRE-DELIRIC model using a large multinational data set [2] . Their main result is that the distribution of the predictors included in the score highly differed between centers and thus recalibration resulted in better prediction performances.
When appraising the performances of a prediction model, the two crucial dimensions are discrimination and calibration. Discrimination is a measure of how well the model is able to distinguish between patients who will or will not present the outcome. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC or c-statistic) is the most widely used measure for model discrimination. Calibration is a measure of the agreement between the predicted and the observed outcomes. A well-calibrated model implies that, on average, the predicted risk within subgroups matches the proportion of subjects that actually present the outcome in the subgroup. To assess model calibration, the most popular method is the HosmerLemeshow statistic. It is also possible to plot the estimated risk (x axis) vs. the observed outcomes (y axis). A perfect calibration is an identity line (45°) and, in general, the distance between the prediction and the identity lines is representative of the model calibration. Calibration plots can be analyzed using different perspectives. Calibration-in-the-large (e.g., mean calibration) assesses whether prediction agrees on average with observed probabilities. We also can fit a linear regression between both probabilities, retrieving a calibration slope. The results from the calibration-in-the-large (mean difference/ intercept-parameter a) and the calibration slope (parameter b) offer a good evaluation of the model calibration. An accurate evaluation of the calibration properties is crucial as model miscalibration is likely to cause systematic errors in the decision-making process. This is why model recalibration is a priority topic. When Regarding recalibration/updating models, all the approaches could be used simultaneously recalibrating a prediction model, one can re-estimate the intercept (parameter a), the slope (parameter b), or both in different populations. The original model can also be refitted and some predictors might be included/excluded before to re-estimate model calibration. It is also possible to build a new ''hybrid'' model, aggregating previous published associations [3] . Details about calibration and recalibration procedures are provided in Table 1 .
In their updated study, van den Boogaard et al. chose to recalibrate the PRE-DELIRIC model without revising the original model [2] . They used four approaches to recalibrate the model, working on the concept of the slope and the intercept in a calibration plot. The authors proposed to multiply each coefficient in the first model by the new slope and used the new intercept. The recalibrated PRE-DELIRIC model showed a similar discrimination (AU-ROC) and an improved calibration. It should be noted that the former PRE-DELIRIC model already had an acceptable performance in the multinational sample, as a result of a very well conducted score development in the first study [1] . However, the recalibration study [2] suffers some weaknesses. The most important is the lack of external/internal validation procedure. Internal validity procedures aim at improving the prediction performances, together with limiting the risk of overfitting [3] . Overfitting occurs when a statistical model describes random error or noise instead of the underlying relationship. Several internal validity procedures are available, such as bootstrapping techniques or cross-validation [3] . Whereas in the seminal study the authors used bootstrap [1] , no internal validity procedure was used in the recalibration study [2] . Because of the lack of internal validation, the reported performances for the recalibrated model are likely to be overestimated. External validity procedures aim at guaranteeing that the prediction performances can be generalized to other populations. The lack of diversity of the population used to train the model is a serious threat to external validity. In the present case, the authors used multinational data to recalibrate the model and thus to increase its generalizability. However, an adequate evaluation of the prediction performances would have been based on an external data set [3] .
In its former and recalibrated version [1, 2] , the PRE-DELIRIC score relies on a logistic regression. Although generalized linear models are widely used for prediction in medicine, such models impose stringent constraints on the relationship between explanatory variables and the outcome. Given the complexity of the processes underlying disease development in ICU patients, this assumption might be unrealistic. If this assumption fails to hold, all derived estimates of the risk of death are necessarily biased and predictive power may be relatively low. Hence, limited calibration of the PRE-DELIRIC score might be to some extent related to the misspecification of the underlying statistical model. The fact that mixed effect models, which add some flexibility and randomness to the modeling process, clearly outperformed standard main-term logistic regression supports such a hypothesis.
We can reasonably expect that prediction can be improved by using an automated algorithm to estimate risk of delirium without requiring any specification about the shape of the underlying relationship. Such methods are often referred to as nonparametric. Some studies have already been used to fit ICU data [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and unanimously concluded that nonparametric methods might perform at least as well as standard logistic regression. However, there are numbers of different nonparametric algorithms, and there is no rule to guide the choice of the appropriate method. In order to avoid unjustified choices, we would like to let the data decide which algorithm to use. Recently, the super learner was developed as a dataadaptive technique for selecting an optimal regression algorithm among a set of candidate algorithms [10, 11] . To implement the super learner, a user must provide a customized collection of algorithms. The super learner estimates the risk associated with each algorithm using cross-validation, from which it builds an aggregate algorithm obtained as the optimal weighted combination of the candidate algorithms. The performance of any given algorithm will generally vary widely among various settings. Theoretical results have nonetheless demonstrated that the super learner performs no worse than the optimal choice among the provided library of candidate algorithms [11] . This is significant because in a given application the true optimal choice cannot be known. The super learner capitalizes on the richness of the library it builds upon and generally offers gains over any specific candidate algorithm in terms of flexibility to accurately fit the data.
There is a potential interest in regularly recalibrating previously published prediction scores, especially when the former models were trained and validated locally. However, despite repeated recalibrations, it is very likely that the prediction performances will reach a steady state, where no further gain can be expected from further recalibrations based on parametric models. Moving from such stringent modeling approaches to flexible dataadaptive algorithms is probably the way to exceed such limits. Things that were unthinkable at the time of the abacus are now possible. Let us dive into the future of modeling! Conflicts of interest The authors declare that they have no conflict of interest.
